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ABSTRACT 
 
 HOW WELL DO NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTERISTICS PREDICT TRANSIT RIDERSHIP IN A 
COLLEGE TOWN? 
 
FEBURARY 2011 
 
KRYSTAL OLDREAD, B.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
 
M.R.P., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
 
Directed by: Professor Henry Renski 
 
 
 
This study looks at the demographic, urban form and 
transit service characteristics that influence ridership in a 
college community. It acknowledges both the internal 
(those that a transit operator has control over) and 
external (variables that the transit operator cannot 
control) factors that influence ridership. A literature 
review shows that income, unemployment levels, 
densities, age, urban form, headway and coverage 
correlated to ridership.  
 
The study area used is the Five-College community that is 
serviced by UMass Transit, the dominant operator in the 
area. To perform analysis census data is collated at the 
block and block group levels regarding income, 
unemployment, vehicle ownership, population, density, 
 vi 
college age population and housing age. Additional data 
about urban form and transit service characteristics is 
obtained. Exploratory data for all variables support the 
literatures finding except unemployment and land use 
diversity.  
 
Modeling is done in three stages using different scales of 
census data. A final model, combining scales is created. 
The highest indicators of ridership are found to be 
direction of travel, level of service, the percent of college 
age students and population density. 
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CHAPTER I 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
College towns have been described as ‘microcosms of society’ (Creighton, 1998).  
However, from a demographic and cultural perspective college towns are unique places 
where the culture created by the university or college creates a dominant influence over 
the character of the community.  Public transportation in these towns have become 
unique systems providing service to a different demographic population than seen in 
most large urban areas.  The transit population tends to be younger, transient, well 
educated and with a high proportion of renters (Gumprecht, 2003).   
There is an array of factors that influence transit ridership.  They can be classified 
into two broad categories: external and internal.  External factors are those that transit 
system administrators have no control over i.e.: population density, fuel prices, health 
of the economy, car ownership levels and demographic characteristics.  A system 
administrator only has control over internal factors such as service standards and 
design.  These include route coverage, headway (frequency of service), placement of 
stops, hours of service and length of trip.  Although external factors are beyond the 
immediate control of administrators, they play an important role in determining the 
aggregate demand for transit ridership. Therefore, transit system administration must 
have good information on how the characteristics of the resident populations of their 
service areas influence ridership so that they can more effectively utilize leverage of 
internal factors to adequately serve the community.  
 2 
1.1  College Towns 
Gumprecht (2003) defines university towns and college communities as rural and 
small urban areas, that are not a suburb of a major metro area, and of which the culture 
created by the school heavily influences the character of the community.  The university 
is often the major employer and traffic generator in the community,  student enrollment 
makes up at least 20 percent of the population.  Large universities located in these small 
towns create a distinct and unique transportation challenge where the students and 
employees put immense pressure on the roadways, parking and other infrastructure 
(Gumprecht, 2003).  
 
1.2  Public Transportation in College Towns 
Transit systems in college towns play a critical role in reducing parking demand, 
reducing traffic (where the university is the major traffic generator), increasing student 
mobility and connecting the campus to the surrounding communities (Koul, 1993; Brown 
et al., 2001). Service is usually provided by the university or through a partnership with 
the local transit system. According to Krueger and Murray (2008), 307 universities and 
colleges in the United States offer some sort of public transit system or have an 
arrangement with the local provider for transit service. Brown et al. (2001) found that 
the communities with a transit system and a university have a greater supply of transit 
(measured in vehicle miles or hours) than those without.  Simply stated; the cooperative 
agreement for transit between the college and the town are mutually beneficial. 
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1.3  Research Goals and Objectives 
The primary goal of this study is to examine the factors that influence variations in the 
levels of transit ridership in a college-town setting.  Its specific objectives are to: 
 1. Design a direct demand model of transit ridership in college towns. 
 
 2. To better understand college town transit ridership behavior and dynamics. 
 
 3. Use the variation in bus stops to model transit ridership 
 
Through these objectives, the following questions will be addressed in the research: 
1. How well do community characteristics predict transit ridership in college 
towns? and is there a characteristic that best explains ridership? 
 
2. How does the transit service supply relate to ridership? 
 
1.4  Contribution to the Field 
Most of the research looks at either only internal variables or a few external 
variables with varying results (Taylor et al., 2009).  Much of the literature and modeling 
focuses on urban areas. Very little work has been done in small and rural communities, 
particularly college communities.  While Peng et al. (1997) recommends that research 
needs to be done on ridership projections at the bus stop level, to date all most all of the 
research is at either the route, town/city or metropolitan level. 
This study examines the phenomena of transit ridership in college towns at the 
bus stop level. The study uses a multivariate regression analysis to determine how both 
internal factors and external factors (i.e. neighborhood characteristics) influence 
ridership.  
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1.5  Chapter Outline 
This thesis consists of seven chapters.  This chapter gave a brief overview of the 
relationship between the towns and transit systems, and stated the goals and objectives 
of the study as well its contribution to the field. Chapter 2 provides a literature review of 
the internal and external characteristics that affect transit ridership, a more in-depth 
look at the connection between college towns and public transit and an overview of 
various modeling methods and techniques used in transit ridership forecasting. 
 Chapter 3 looks at the study area, the five-college community and the transit 
system systems that serve it.   Chapter 4 discusses the research design, hypothesis, 
analytical techniques and variables used for modeling.  Chapter 5 provides the results 
between the dependent ridership variable and the related independent variables. 
Chapter 6 will discuss the findings of the research. Finally, Chapter 7 will present a 
conclusion and recommendations. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
 
TRANSIT RIDERSHIP DYNAMICS AND CHARACTERISTICS 
 
 
 This literature review is divided into four sections. The first briefly explores the 
internal transit system factors that affect ridership. It focuses on frequency/headway 
and route coverage, the most recurring topics in the literature regarding service 
quantity.  Pricing factors and fare levels are other commonly studied internal topics, but 
in the study area fares are not collected by the drivers so this issue will not be explored 
further. The second section shifts to external characteristics that determine an 
individual’s propensity to ride transit.  The third section considers different modeling 
methods for forecasting transit ridership. The final section looks specifically at the 
literature on public transportation in college towns. 
 
2.1 Internal Factors to Ridership 
 Internal transit factors are those that are, at least partially, under the direct 
control of transit program managers and officials. Two of the most recurring themes for 
transit system characteristics affecting ridership in the literature are headway 
(frequency of service) and route coverage (Murray, 2003; Taylor et al., 2009; Furth, 
1980).  According to Taylor et al. (2009), the most important characteristic of transit 
system design is headway, which can account for doubling transit use in a metropolitan 
area.   
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2.1.1 Headway 
 Headway is a measure of service and is the time interval between transit vehicles 
on the same route and is inversely related to frequency. It is calculated by taking the 
total time it takes to complete one loop of a route and dividing by the number of transit 
vehicles on that route. It is different for each route and is dependent upon population 
and ridership. A headway of 10 minutes is considered high and one hour considered low 
(Asensio, 2008; Pine et al., 1998; Gangrade et al., 2000). It is typically scheduled in one 
of three ways: either as policy frequency, demand-based frequency or performance-
based frequency. Policy frequency uses a fixed interval that is standard throughout the 
day: a given route will come every “x” minutes. The benefit to this type is that 
passengers will know when the bus or train is coming, the down-fall is that there may 
not be enough service during high peak times and more people are left behind as the 
vehicle overloads.  
 Demand-based frequency is a level of service based on passenger counts (Pine et 
al., 1998). At different points throughout the day service is adjusted to meet passenger 
demands by adding extra vehicles, altering the schedule or adjusting the vehicle size and 
capacity on route. In this instance the agency recognizes that peak loads occur and tries 
to not leave anyone behind but adding additional vehicles is costly. This system requires 
constant analysis of routes to achieve the goal.  
 Performance-based frequencies are goal oriented and based on performance 
standards. The goal is to maximize efficiencies of service based on a certain standard 
such as passenger revenue hours, miles or vehicle trips, operating expense per 
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passenger or passenger mile (Pine et al., 1998). Quite often an agency uses a 
combination of frequency types that are dependent on the characteristics of the service 
area. Generally though, frequency is directly related to population density. The higher 
the density (the higher demand), the more frequent the service should be. Quite often 
frequencies are the only tool a planner has to alter the routes because the route path is 
a relatively stable structure (Furth, 2009). 
 
2.1.2 Coverage 
 In the literature coverage is used to measure the supply of transit service being 
provided and various ways to calculate were used. Taylor et. al. (2009) measured it as 
the route miles/land area, Thompson and Brown (2006) used the ratio of the 
surrounding population to the number of transit route miles and Hoback (2008) 
calculated the amount of roadway with in a ¼ mile of the bus stops. Route miles/land 
area has a positive relationship to transit ridership but, according to Taylor et al. (2009), 
is highly correlated to population density. Thompson and Brown’s (2006) ratio of the 
surrounding population to the number of transit route miles has a negative relationship 
where ridership decreases as the ratio of population to route miles increases.  A larger 
ratio equates to less service being supplied.  
The amount of roadway around bus stops is a measure of walking distance  
coverage. Numerous studies have shown that people are willing to walk up to ¼ mile to 
get to a transit stop (Hoback, 2008; Demetsky and Lin, 1982; Central Ohio Transit 
Authority, 1999; Queensland Government, 1997). This ¼ mile buffer of the stops then 
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provides the basis for coverage and determining whether or not a location is serviced by 
a system. Coverage here is purely in the sense that a bus will stop at the location and 
carry passengers to an alternative destination. It negates what the destination is and 
how often the bus comes. The traditional straight line method for buffering has 
commonly been used to measure the ¼ mile however, Hoback (2008) found that a 
network analysis of streets is more accurate at measuring ¼ mile walking distance.  
Overall people are willing to walk 0.8 miles in a day to use public transportation. The 
difference of 0.3 miles (0.25 x 2 - 0.8) is the round trip distance one will walk from the 
bus stop to their place of destination and back.  
 
2.2 External Factors to Ridership 
 External factors are those which a system has no control over but highly dictate 
transit usage.  Many of the studies that look at external variables are conducted to find 
measures that explain increases in transit ridership by performing time series analysis 
before and after the implementation of new policy (Taylor et al, 2002).  The specific 
results vary due to variations in methodology and the units of data used for analysis. 
Regardless almost all conclude the same thing.  The same was found for cross sectional 
analysis’s that compare multiple areas at one point in time. Both time series and cross 
sectional analysis’s were performed by Kain (1964), Chow (1972), McLeod (1991), 
Gomez-Ibanez (1996), Taylor et al (2002), and Taylor et al (2009) and have concluded 
that these external characteristics are what dictate ridership.  It is also the common 
belief among transit managers that it is the external variables that dictate ridership 
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(Transit Cooperative Research Program Research Results Digest, 1995).  
Research done by Liu (1993), Gomez-Ibanez (1996), Marshall and Grady (2006), 
Taylor and Fink (2009), and Taylor et al. (2009) found multiple external factors that 
affect transit usage. The common themes explored were urban form, employment 
levels, per-capita income, level of car ownership, parking strategies, population density 
and age. Taylor et al. (2009) preformed the most comprehensive cross sectional analysis 
of external factors that affect ridership, examining 265 urbanized areas in the United 
States. They grouped these characteristics into four fields: regional geography, 
metropolitan economy, auto/highway system characteristics and population 
characteristics. I will explore each of the fields, in turn, as well as urban form.  
 
2.2.1 Regional Geography 
 Regional geography aggregates the spatial unit. Taylor et al. (2009) used 
urbanized areas (UZAs) to analyze area, population, population density and regional 
location in the US and concluded that density had the greatest impact on ridership.  
Taylor and Link (2009) also characterized density as a factor affecting ridership 
confirming the importance of population density in explaining transit ridership.  The 
greater the population density the higher the ridership because a larger population 
constitutes a larger pool of potential riders (Kain and Liu, 1998) as well as a relatively 
larger numbers of people with access to transit (Spillar and Rutherford, 1988). Higher 
density areas tend to have shorter trips that are more appealing to the rider (Balcombe, 
2004). Density is also discussed in regards to housing in Pushkarev and Zupan (1977) 
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where residential densities along transit corridors explain levels of demand. The 
association between density and transit ridership may be subject to threshold effects, 
however Spillar and Rutherford (1988) found an upper limit to exist somewhere 
between 20-30 people per acre.  
 Regional studies that have analyzed geographic location using time series 
analysis have found that transit ridership is growing the fastest in the west when the 
rapid outward expansion of cities is associated with expansion in level of service 
(Thompson et al 2006; Kain and Liu, 1999; Sale, 1976). While ridership is rapidly growing 
in the west, it is the older cities (of both the east and the west) that have higher 
ridership levels. Pucher and Renne (2003) conducted a study and found that transit 
demand is greatest in older cities that have central business districts surrounded by 
older, denser suburban areas. They concluded that it is not the geographic location but 
the urban form experienced by older cities that have higher ridership levels. 
 
2.2.2 Metropolitan Economy 
  Per capita income and employment levels are the leading economic 
characteristics associated with ridership (Taylor et al. 2009). In general, there is a 
negative correlation between income and ridership (Taylor et al, 2009; Chow et al, 2002; 
Gomez-Ibanez, 1996; McLeod et al, 1991; Kain, 1964; Black, 1995; Giuliano, 2005), and 
the decline in public transit in between 1960 and 1990 has been attributed to an 
increase in per capita income (Lui, 1993). The majority of the people riding the bus have 
incomes at or below the national average income.  In an on board demographic survey 
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of roughly 500,000 passengers the American Public Transportation Association (APTA) 
found 66% of riders had a family income under $50,000 (Neff et al. 2007).  Since lower 
income families have a higher propensity to ride transit routes, transit systems are 
frequently designed to accommodate lower income populations in order to maximize 
ridership and provide service to those that may have limited transportation options.  
  There is also correlation between income and density, which may further 
explain the relationship between density and ridership. As ones income increases they 
have more choices for their residential location and they often choose to leave the 
crowded cities for the suburbs. Decreased density and urban sprawl cause an increase in 
private transportation and decrease in public transit (Sinha, 2003).  
 Economic cycles and conditions can also influence ridership. The majority of trips 
taken are work trips, so when unemployment rises transit patronage decreases as work 
trips become less frequent. For example, during the great depression transit ridership 
dropped 25% (American Public Transportation Association, 2001).  A study done by 
Gomez-Ibanez (1996) found that of the external factors affecting ridership for Boston, 
between 1970 and 1990, employment was the most significant indicator of ridership.  As 
the percentage of central city jobs decreased there was a ridership drop of between 
1.24 and 1.75 percent for each percentage drop in jobs.  Taylor et al., (2002) 
hypothesize a negative relationship and that less skilled (usually lower waged) workers 
are more likely to ride transit so when the economy declines they are more likely to lose 
their job.  This is based upon the aggregate association between employment and 
transit. Upon testing their hypothesis by looking at unemployment changes  in the 
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1990’s they found surprising results, unemployment and ridership were not inversely 
related as had been shown in previous literature. Taylor et al. (2009) concluded that this 
may be due to the fact that as unemployment levels went down per capita income 
increased and income is negatively related to transit ridership. People with higher 
incomes are more likely to own an automobile and not take public transit (Kain, 1964). 
 
2.2.3 Auto/Highway Characteristics 
 Auto/highway system characteristics in the Taylor et al. (2009) model included 
roadway lane miles, non-transit/non-SOV trips, fuel prices, and level of auto ownership.  
The leading auto/highway characteristic was the percent of carless households, which 
was negatively correlated with ridership (Clark, 2007; Kitamura, 1989).  Kitamura (1989) 
points out that transit use does not determine car use but that car use determines 
transit use because a change in car ownership leads to a change in car use thus 
influencing transit use. Non-transit/non-SOV trips were also found to have a significant 
positive relationship with transit per capita ridership. Higher levels of carpooling, biking 
and/or walking led to an increased transit use. While this may seam contradictory 
(higher transit ridership in places where transit and SOV are not the dominant mode) it 
can be seen through mixed use and dense areas that support a wide variety of non-SOV 
modes (Cervero and Kockelman, 1997).  
By contrast fuel prices were found to have a small influence on transit ridership 
because fuel comprised a relatively small proportion of the overall cost to own and 
operate a vehicle (Kitamura, 1989; Taylor and Link, 2009).  Lack of variation in fuel prices 
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also contributes to the small influence it has on transit ridership implying that massive 
spikes or drops in fuel may have more impact than what the data used in past studies 
can show. (Taylor et al., 2009). Roadway lane miles was not found to be significant.  
While not included in Taylor et al's model, parking availability as a component of 
land use was found to greatly affect transit ridership (Chung, 1997 as cited in Taylor et 
al., 2009). Fewer available spots creates a higher pricing demand and thus deters people 
from driving.  In a study done by Moral and Bolger (1996) the number of parking spots in 
the downtown for CBD employees explained 92% of the variation in the percent of 
transit modal split. 
 
2.2.4 Population Characteristics 
 Common population characteristics in transit ridership studies include age, 
(specifically college age-students and the elderly), ethnic/racial composition, immigrants 
and those in poverty.  Besides Taylor et al. (2009) I found no studies that specifically at 
college students and their propensity to ride transit.  Data from on board APTA surveys 
showed that the majority of riders were of working age 25- 54 (Neff et al., 2007). This is 
not surprising because most trips taken were for work purposes. The elderly comprised 
the next largest group and was disproportionately high compared to the percent of the 
population they comprised.  Taylor et al. (2009) concluded that age and the percent of 
immigrants in the population were the most significant for population characteristics. In 
regards to age, it was determined that the percent of college students in the population 
highly influenced ridership as they tend to exhibit the characteristics seen in the 
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categories; a low income and auto less population in high dense areas. 
 
2.2.5 Urban Form 
 Travel behavior is influenced by land use and urban form (Marshall and Grady, 
2006).  A travel demand study done by Cervero and Kockelman (1997) found that 
density, land use diversity and pedestrian oriented design influence the mode of travel 
choice.  Areas with high compact development, that were mixed use and walkable had a 
higher share of transit users. This supports the New Urbanism theory that mixed use, 
compact development and pedestrian oriented neighborhoods promote travel behavior 
(Congress for the New Urbanism, 2004). 
 If we define urban form, roughly, as the spatial arrangement of an area, we must 
also recognize that there are many types of urban form which may have variable 
impacts on ridership.  According to research done by Rajamani et al (2002) there are 
multiple ways to measure urban form but most studies focus on four variables: land use 
type/mix, accessibility, density and street networks.  Thompson and Brown (2006) 
measures land use type based on the proportion of houses constructed before 1939. A 
larger percentage would indicate the traditional compact urban grid form found in many 
older cities that are historically mixed use and have developed around the street car. 
Most of the quantitative research in land use diversity draws on the landscape ecology 
body of work concerning the spatial arrangement of different land cover patches (Hess 
et al., 2001).  Land use mix is measured by Rajamani (2002) by applying the land use 
diversity index that is commonly used to measure ecological diversity.  The Shannon-
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Weaver index, developed by Claude Shannon in 1948 to measure diversity in categorical 
data (Shannon, 1948), was used by Yabuki et al. (2010) to measure soil and land use 
diversity and was found to be an adequate measure of diversity in land use. A higher 
number indicates greater diversity. 
 Accessibility here refers to the walkability and the pedestrian friendliness of an 
area. Cervero and Kockelman (1997) developed 3D’s of travel demand (density, diversity 
and design) because the built environment heavily influences travel demand.  They 
measure accessibility by looking at design standards to determine the proportion of 
blocks with sidewalks, overhead lighting and vegetation.  Rajamini et al (2002) calculates 
accessibility by creating an accessibility index with the percent of households within 
walking distance to commercial centers and to bus stops. 
 Density can be measured as any population unit by any area unit such as the 
number of people per household, people per square mile, people per bedroom etc.  In 
the literature Marshall and Grady (2006) measure density as the square root of 
households per square mile and Rajamani (2002) measures density as the population 
per unit area of a neighborhood. Most of the literature reviewed looked at different 
forms of population density but McLeod (1991) looked at population and employment 
density. He found that the two variables were highly correlated. 
 Street network measures the connectivity of the streets. A connectivity index 
was developed by Rajamini (2002) using the ratio of the number of links divided by the 
number of nodes in a neighborhood.  Marshal and Grady (2006) use Geographic 
Information Systems (GIS) and TIGER 2000 roadway data to count the number of 
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intersections per square mile. They created a nodes layer and counted the number of 
nodes that connected at least three lines.      
 
2.3 Transit Ridership Forecasting Models 
 Ridership modeling is used for two primary reasons: budgeting purposes and 
estimating ridership for new or revised routes. There is no single formal methodology 
used as they change with innovations in technology (Boyle, 2006). Considerable 
modeling activity has taken place since the 70's when the Urban Mass Transportation 
Administration sponsored several studies at specific transit agencies. In the 1980's 
regression models were used to forecast ridership. In recent years new geospatial 
technologies, like TransCAD, have been developed to model transit ridership in a more 
dynamic framework. These modeling techniques are used by both the transit industry 
and metropolitan planning organizations (MPO) to predict ridership (Taylor et al. 2009). 
In addition many transit agencies create internal modeling processes and do not release 
their techniques (Boyle, 2006). 
 Data for ridership forecast models come from a variety of sources. Ridership 
patronage data comes from the fare box, recent ride checks, on board 
origin/destination surveys and Automatic Passenger Counters (APC). Transit agencies 
and MPOs also reported using existing and forecasted land use data, census data, 
economic forecasts and trends and household travel surveys. In a study done by Boyle 
(2006) that examined fixed route ridership forecasting methods, most agencies reported 
they do not have the data they need to do forecasting, there is a lack of data at the 
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route segment and stop level and that on board data collection is infrequent due to its 
cost.  Many agencies anticipated putting in APC's to help track boardings and alightings 
by stop to see where ridership is changing.   
  
2.3.1 Transit Agencies Ridership Forecasting Techniques 
Many different analytical techniques are used to model mode choice and transit 
ridership. They differ by mode, time frame and scope of change (Boyle, 2006). In a 
survey of 35 agencies that use forecasting techniques and technologies Boyle (2006) 
found that over 80% of the agencies surveyed did modeling based on their professional 
judgment and “rules of the thumb”. At the bottom end of the techniques used were 
econometric models, regression models and other, for which 20% or less used one or 
more of these modeling techniques.  
 In academic research there is a wealth of knowledge on ridership forecasting but 
applied methods in the transit industry tend to be qualitative, based on judgment and 
on simple “rules of the thumb” (Furth, 1980). Professional judgment uses the expertise 
knowledge of the transit administrator/analyst to make a decision and is the most 
subjective of the methods. “Rules of the thumb” uses past experiences as guidelines for 
future decisions (Boyle, 2006). Both methods look at the experiences and trends of 
other routes with similar qualities and use this data to create or expand routes. These 
two methods are commonly used to analyze routes and service changes. 
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2.3.2 Non-Industry Ridership Forecasting Techniques 
 While the transit agencies make many decisions based on crude forecasting 
techniques there are various methods used in the literature to provide more accurate 
models that explain ridership. This by no means negates the local knowledge of transit 
operators, though.  Common models found in the literature were elasticities, four-step 
models, direct demand models, regression and various combinations of.   
Elasticity models are used to measure short-term changes in ridership in 
response to a fare or service change (Boyle, 2006). Among the ridership model methods 
survey by Boyle, (2006) elasticities were the most commonly used quantitative 
methods. It is a method used to determine how current ridership is impacted based on 
incremental changes to various aspects of service (Evans, 2004). In areas with service 
levels that are initially lower elasticities are higher.  
 The four-step model is the traditional ridership demand model used for 
evaluating major changes to a system such as adding new service (Boyle, 2006). Step 
one is trip generation where travel demand is identified in a region through 
origin/destination data (Bruun, 2007). In step two, origin/destination distribution is 
calculated to estimate movement. Mode split is the third step. It disaggregates the 
movements in step two by mode type and the dominant technique to do this is based 
on random utility theory that accounts for the availability of each mode and their 
respective costs and preferences. The last step is the network assignment model where 
the data is loaded into a model and trips are allocated.  
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Modern versions of the four-step model have combined the steps to create a 
single direct demand forecasting model (Anderson, 2006; Dehghani and Harvey, 1994). 
These models consider the socio-economics of the area to determine trip generation for 
transit. Marshall and Grady (2006) describe how direct demand models are 
intermediate models because they only look at the population and land use 
characteristics at either the origin or the destination and not both.  They propose using 
a sketch model based on traffic analysis zones.    
 Regression models were the most widely used model identified in the literature 
(Thompson and Brown, 2006; McLeod et al., 1991; Anderson, 2006; Syed, 2000; Taylor et 
al., 2009; Hendrickson, 1986; Kain, 1964; Peng et al., 1997; Kohn, 2000). They use a 
combination of service levels, demographic factors, fares, economic indicators such as 
gas price and distance to the nearest stop as the independent variables to forecast 
ridership (dependent variable). Regression is used to identify factors that are strongly 
related to changes in transit ridership. As mentioned in Furth et al. (2009) most cross 
sectional regression analysis of transit ridership use a one stage least squares model and 
exam only unlinked trip. Unlinked passenger trips do not account for transfers and a 
passenger is counted each time they board a vehicle. Double counting occurs when 
someone uses more then one vehicle to make a single trip. Linked trips account for the 
transfers and counts the number of trips made not total boardings. Unlinked trips are 
not as accurate at measuring ridership as linked trips are but most ridership data is 
reported as unlinked trips. Chow et als. (1972) research builds upon the traditional time 
series, ordinary least squares and multivariate regression to better understand the 
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spatial variations in the relationship between socioeconomic and transit by creating 
geographically weighted regression models. These models recognize that some variables 
change by location and are insignificant in certain areas.    
 
2.4 College Town Public Transportation 
 There are very few studies that specifically look at college town public 
transportation. Of those found most, if not all were, conducted by the Transit 
Cooperative Research Program as a means for the transit industry to develop solutions 
to meet the demands placed upon it. These studies have looked primarily at the types of 
transit systems serving college and university campuses. 
Universities and their surrounding communities are served by diverse 
transportation options, of which transit is one option (Krueger and Murray, 2008). The 
university fits the traditional model for transit design where there is a central business 
district (CBD) (in this case the university or college) with high residential densities on the 
outskirts. However unlike many urban transit systems there is typically not a peak AM 
and PM flow, instead ridership is more spread throughout the day as peaks fluctuate 
with class change times.  
 There are a host of different types of transit operating systems at Universities 
and colleges and no two are similar (Krueger and Murray, 2008). Different techniques 
included operation and management strategies, payment systems, parking availability 
and pricing and planning policies. All recognized that a partnership between the 
university and the community can increase ridership (TranSystems et al., 2007). 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
 
AMHERST-FIVE COLLEGE AREA 
 
 
3.1 Regional Setting 
The study area is located in the central Pioneer Valley Section of Western 
Massachusetts between 42.4863 and 42.2550 degrees north and 72.3793 and 72.6608 
degrees west. To the west is I-91 running north to south (all municipalities fall east of I-
91 except Northampton and parts of Deerfield) along the Connecticut River and to the 
south about six miles I-90 runs east to west.  The Connecticut River acts as a boundary 
within the study area, with only two bridges linking Hadley to Northampton and 
Sunderland to South Deerfield. The Vermont border is about 17 miles north of the study 
area and to the eastern boarder lays the Quabbin Reservoir (Figure 1).  
The specific transit service area (i.e. Amherst-Five College Area), is comprised of 
the nine municipalities in two counties that are serviced by UMass Transit.  The towns of 
Northampton, Belchertown, Granby, South Hadley Amherst, Hadley and Pelham are in 
Hampshire County while the remaining two communities of Deerfield and Sunderland 
are part of Franklin County. The total land area is 265 sq/mi with Sunderland (15 sq/mi) 
being the smallest and Belchertown (55 sq/mi) being the largest. Altogether the 
population totals to just fewer than 115,000 people and ranges from a little over 1,400 
in Pelham to almost 35,000 in Amherst (Table 1).  Figure 2 density shows that the 
population is not evenly spread out but clusters around Amherst, Northampton and 
South Hadley.   
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Figure 1. Study Area Municipalities 
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Figure 2. Density of Study Area 
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Table 1. Population, Area and Density of the Study Area Municipalities  
Town Population 
Area      
(Sq. Mi.) 
Population Density 
(pop./sq. mi) 
Road Network 
(miles) County 
Deerfield 4,750 33.42 142.14 103.93 Franklin 
Northampton 28,978 35.70 811.70 186.89 Hampshire 
Belchertown 12,968 55.32 234.44 152.06 Hampshire 
Granby 6,132 28.10 218.24 66.32 Hampshire 
South Hadley 17,196 18.46 931.37 111.56 Hampshire 
Sunderland 3,777 14.75 256.06 36.82 Franklin 
Amherst 34,874 27.76 1256.37 139.60 Hampshire 
Hadley 4,793 24.67 194.25 83.71 Hampshire 
Pelham 1,403 26.50 52.94 27.13 Hampshire 
  114,871 264.68 434.00 908.04   
Sources: MassGIS (2010) MassGIS (2010) http://www.mass.gov/mgis/laylist.htm last 
updated 3/3/2010.  
 
Population has been increasing in the study area since the 1960’s but the growth 
rate has slowed down considerably since 1970 (Figure 3).  In 1970 the growth rate was 
considerably larger (18.43%) then both the state (10.5%) and national (13.37%) rates. By 
2000 the growth rate of 3.1% was below the state (5.52%) and national (13.15%). 
Growth rate continued to increase for the state and country between 1990 and 2000 
but it kept declining in the study area. This declining growth rates indicates that the 
study area most likely reached its peak growth rate sometime around 1970. This 
coincides with a large pulse in enrollment and development at the University of 
Massachusetts, the primary college in the study area. 
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Figure 3. Population Change from 1970-2000 
Population Change From 1970-2000
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There is a little over 900 miles of roadway.  Four major state highways run 
through the study area; State Routes 9, 47, 63, and 116. Route 9 (running east to west) 
and route 116 (running north to south) are the main arterial roads running directly 
through the service area for which many of the transit routes run on. They intersect in 
downtown Amherst. Route 47 follows the Connecticut River on its east bank connecting 
Sunderland to Hadley and South Hadley. Route 63 starts in north Amherst and heads 
north into Leverett. There is limited transit service provided along both routes 47 and 
63. 
 
3.2 Five-College Community  
 The higher institutions of Amherst College (AC), Hampshire College (HC), The 
University of Massachusetts (UMass), Mount Holyoke College (MHC) and Smith College 
(SC) are what define the five college community (Figure 4). In the mid 1950’s four of the 
US 
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schools entered into a collaboration (Hampshire College was not established until 1970, 
and subsequently entered the agreement) to allow students enrolled at one of the 
institutions to take courses at the other.  It is this collaboration that has created the five-
college community. 
The University of Massachusetts Amherst (UMass is the only public school in the 
Five-College Community and is the flagship of the state university system. It has always 
been the largest of the five colleges. Enrollment grew rapidly between WWII and the 
mid 70’s increasing from less then 4,000 in 1954 to 25,000 twenty years later (Butler, 
1975).  It was during this time that most of the construction was done on campus and a 
bus system was instituted to support the growing campus. 
 Both Smith College and Mount Holyoke College are women’s schools founded in 
1875 and 1837 respectively.  Amherst College (AC) was founded in 1821 as an all male 
school and in 1975 started admitting women. Hampshire College (HC) is the youngest 
school in the five-college consortium. Established in 1970 by the other four schools as 
an alternative to the rigid academic environment found at most universities, Hampshire 
college’s intent was to give students more freedom and control over their education 
(Alpert, 1980). 
Total enrollment for the area is around 35,000 students with UMass accounting 
for the  largest share with 26,359 enrolled undergraduate and graduate students (Table 
2). Three of the schools, UMass, HC and AC are in Amherst and the student population 
puts immense pressure on the infrastructure of the town. During the semester months 
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it causes the community to double in size and many business depend upon the student 
body to thrive. 
Figure 4. Five College Study Area 
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Table 2. Five College Schools         
School Town 
University 
Enrollment 
% of Undergrad Living 
on Campus 
Faculty 
and staff 
University of Massachusetts Amherst 26,359 63% 4776 
Amherst College Amherst 1,697 98% 840 
Hampshire College Amherst 1,463 90% 470 
Mount Holyoke College South Hadley 2,241 94% 1000 
Smith College Northampton 3,121 94% 1296 
Sources:   US Department of Education (2008), PVPC (2009) 
 
 Each school is, in essence, its own little community with housing, dining, health 
services and a police/safety force on campus.  Size aside the largest difference between 
UMass and the other four colleges is the percentage of students living in on-campus 
housing. Ninety percent or more of students (undergraduates) live in on-campus 
housing at Amherst, Hampshire, Mount Holyoke and Smith Colleges where as only 63% 
of UMass’s approximately 20,000 undergraduates live on campus. Demand for off-
campus housing (approximately 14,000 students including graduate students) in the 
Amherst area exceeds the population of many of the surrounding towns. 
 A large work force is needed to support these institutions and collectively they 
employ around 8,382 staff and faculty members with more than half of that supporting 
UMass.  UMass is a major employer in the Pioneer Valley, second only to Baystate 
Health Systems in Springfield, which employs 6,565 people (Pioneer Valley Planning 
Commission, 2009).  In the study area the five colleges are within the top seven spots 
for the largest employers (Table 3.). UMass is the largest employer in the study area 
employing three times more people then the next largest employer, Cooley Dickinson 
Hospital. 
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Table 3. Top 10 Employers for the Five College Community*  
 Company Employment Location Industry 
1. University of Massachusetts 4,776 Amherst Educational Services 
2. Cooley Dickinson Hospital 1,683 Northampton Hospitals 
3. Smith College 1,296 Northampton Educational Services 
4. Mount Holyoke College 1,000 South Hadley Educational Services 
5. Amherst College 840 Amherst Educational Services 
6. U. S. Veterans Medical Center 640 Northampton Hospitals 
7. Hampshire College 470 Amherst Educational Services 
8. Channing L. Bete Co 450 Deerfield Manufacturing 
9. Mullins Center UMass 400 Amherst Amusement, Gambling and Recreation 
Activities 
10. Kollmorgen Electro-Optical 330 Northampton Manufacturing 
 *Excludes Municipality Employees, and Corporations who’s numbers include all retail outlets nationally  
 Source: (Pioneer Valley Planning Commission, 2009) and (Franklin Regional Council of Governments, 2009).   
  
 These aforementioned characteristics make Amherst a college town, dependent 
on the surrounding university and colleges. These schools are not only some of the 
largest employers in the area but major traffic generators as well. For example on an 
average semester weekday well over 18,000 students and employees must commute to 
and from the University of Massachusetts. Because the surrounding towns support the 
schools, providing housing for many of the students and employees, they are in essence 
part of the college community.   
 
3.3 Public Transit 
 There are three public transit bus operators, Amtrak train services and a handful 
of private bus operators in the study area. Two of the public transit operators, UMass 
Transit and Valley Area Transit Company (VATCO) are divisions of the Pioneer Valley 
Transit Authority (PVTA). The PVTA runs service predominantly in Hampshire and 
Hampden County while the other public transit operator, Franklin Regional Transit 
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Authority (FRTA) services Franklin County (Figure 5). This section will look first at UMass 
Transit and then briefly at the other transit carries in the area. 
Figure 5. Five College Area Transit Routes 
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3.3.1 UMass Transit 
 UMass Transit is the dominant public transit service provider in the five college 
area. It operates 12 routes over a 225 route mile network, traveling almost 1 million 
miles a year (Table 4). Service starts at 6:30 AM and runs almost 20 hours ending at 
2:00AM. The average semester weekday ridership is 16,000 and yearly ridership 
amounts to 2.5 million passengers.   
Table 4. UMass Transit Routes    
Route 
number Route Name 
Type of 
route 
Route 
coverage 
(miles) 
Headway 
(min) 
30 North Amherst/Old Belchertown Road Fixed 8.21 15 
31 Sunderland/South Amherst Fixed 13.46 15 
32 Longmeadow Drive Outreach 7.37 110 
33 Pine street Outreach 6.27 103 
34 North Bound Campus shuttle  Shuttle 7.26 15 
35 South bound Campus Shuttle Shuttle 7.25 15 
36 Gatehouse road  Outreach 5.74 109 
37 Amity Shuttle Outreach 6.40 60 
38 UMass/Mount Holyoke Fixed 14.23 30 
39 Hampshire College/Smith College Fixed 22.85 30 
45 Belchertown Center  Outreach 13.85 109 
46 South Deerfield Center Outreach 10.17 130 
 
 There are three types of routes. Outreaches provide limited service with 
headways over an hour. Shuttles operate on the UMass campus providing service from 
the peripheral parking lots to the center of campus. They operate at a 15 minute 
frequency during business hours. The last type of route, fixed route service,  provides 
service among the five-colleges and between the major apartment complexes and 
UMass. It should be noted that UMass Transit does not operate the route connecting 
downtown Amherst to Northampton and thus is not included in this study. It is operated 
by VATCO. 
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 UMass Transit Services is funded annually by Five College Incorporated 
($500,000), UMass Parking Services ($500,000), UMass ($1,200,000), Town of Amherst 
($450,000) and PVTA/State and Federal ($1,350,000). UMass Transit is a partnership 
with the local transit authority (PVTA) who owns the equipment and the university who 
administers the contracts for employees. It is a predominantly student run operation 
that employs around 130 student drivers. 
 Bus service started in 1969 when the Student Senate Service established the 
Student Senate Transit Services and purchased three 1963-1966 school buses and two 
1956 transit coaches.  They operated two shuttle routes from 7:40 AM until 5:40 PM 
carrying an average of 2,600 passengers daily as of fall 1972 (Butler, 1975).  One route 
snaked through campus and is similar to today’s South Bound Campus Shuttle (See 
Appendix for Current Route Maps). The other route “V” went from the Pufton Village 
apartment complex in North Amherst through the UMass Campus via North Pleasant St 
and down to the parking lots by McGuirk  stadium along University Drive (Figure 6). 
 In the summer of 1972 UMass signed a contract with the federal government for 
an Urban Mass Transportation Demonstration Grant to provide fare-free service, among 
other things (Goss and Shuldiner, 1978). Service was expanded in Spring of 1973 with 
the addition of ten new buses, four new off campus commuter routes, the restructuring 
of the current routes and the completion of a small garage to house the buses (Butler, 
1975).  Headways were designed to accommodate the 65 minute university class change 
cycle. The following fall three more coaches were added, an additional campus shuttle 
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route was added and headway was restructured. In order to better match the 
commuter travel demand patterns a policy based frequency was established (Figure 6.) 
 The PVTA was created in 1974 by Massachusetts Legislation and in 1976 UMass 
entered into a contract with the PVTA. This partnership gave UMass 25 new buses in 
1978. Two years later, through federal grants, PVTA constructed a new garage complete 
with office space, mechanics bays and spots for 30 buses (Ornstein, 1982). By the fall of 
1978 the original “V” route was abolished and routes were once again restructured to 
provide better service. At this time the town of Amherst started getting involved and 
two additional outreach routes were created. The Orchard Valley route headed south to 
Longmeadow Drive and South Amherst commons and the Echo Hill route went south-
east to Pelham Road. Two years later an additional outreach servicing Cushman Center 
was put in place. In 1980 PVTA purchased twelve new wheelchair lift equipped buses for 
UMass and took back 10 of the older buses thus increasing the fleet by two. 
 Service expanded once again in 1982 when UMass took over two of the three 
five college routes. These routes had previously been operated by Five Colleges Inc. with 
some contracted out to the Holyoke Street Railway and Western Massachusetts Bus 
Lines (both companies have since joined PVTA). UMass Transit took on the Smith-
Hampshire-Mount Holyoke and  UMass-Hampshire-Mount Holyoke routes, VATCO took 
on the Smith-UMass-Amherst route. Five more buses were acquired to operate these 
routes.  
 In the late 90’s Amherst paid for the establishment of a route that went from 
UMass through town and onto BigY and Stop and Shop.  While there has been attempts 
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to add routes, this was the last major route change that has lasted. There have been 
minor timing and headway tweaks to the routes since the 90’s but route coverage has 
changed very little to today’s route system (Figure 8). The history of transit growth 
combined with increased enrollment and campus expansion shows the unique 
relationship that these two systems have.  
Figure 6. UMass Transit Routes – 1969      Figure 7. UMass Transit Routes-1973 
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Figure 8. UMass Transit Routes – Mid 90’s      
     
 
 
3.2.2 Other Transit  
 As aforementioned, VATCO is the other division of PVTA that operates in the 
study area. Service was initiated in 1991 when they became part of PVTA. Prior to that 
VATCO was the Northampton Street Railway from 1866 to 1951 and then the Western 
Massachusetts Bus Lines from 1952 until 1991. VATCO operates six routes, most west of 
the Connecticut River. Two routes, the B43 and M40, travel east connecting 
Northampton to Amherst via Route 9. 
 The Franklin Regional Transit Authority (FRTA) was established in 1978 under 
chapter 161b of Massachusetts general law. It is by far one of the smaller transit 
agencies in the state, however it covers the largest geographic area (1121.08 sq miles) in 
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one of the most rural areas of the state. FRTA operates six routes and an expansive 
demand response system that covers 40 towns (Franklin Regional Transit Authority, 
2010).  
 Train service is provided by Amtrak. The only stop in the study area is located in 
Amherst off of Main St. It is serviced once a day in both directions by The Vermonter 
heading North-South from St-Albans, VT to Washington DC.  Private bus service is 
provided by PeterPan bus lines and Greyhound. There are stops on the UMass Campus, 
in Downtown Amherst and in Northampton with buses leaving daily for New York City, 
Boston, Springfield and surrounding large cites. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 
 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
 
 
 The purpose of this study was to see how transit ridership varies at the smallest 
transit unit, the bus stop, for a university community.  The goal was to determine what 
demographic characteristics, land use patterns and transit system characteristics most 
influence ridership.  To do this data was obtained from the 2000 census, MassGIS and 
NAVStreets data layers, and UMass Transit. Models were then created, using ordinary 
least squares regression with separate models estimated at block level, block group, and 
neighboring spatial units’ data. 
 
4.1 Data Collection 
 The variables chosen for analysis were determined from the literature review. Six 
categories were established; economic characteristics, household characteristics, social 
characteristics, auto/travel characteristics, urban form and transit system 
characteristics. Table 5 outlines the independent variables chosen, the sources of the 
data and how it was constructed, the expected relationship was also established based 
on the literature review.  
 First passenger count data was collected. As part of the Urban Mass 
Transportation Administration Act of 1964 all transit agencies that receive federal 
funding are required to collect passenger data information called section 15 reporting.  
Under section 15 all transit agencies must do 60 passenger count surveys a month to 
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provide estimates for ridership. UMass transit sends out three surveys a day (90 a 
month) with the assumption that some will be forgotten to be put out, lost, ruined or 
come back with incomplete data.  These surveys are generated randomly through the 
Access Routes database (in recent years it has been moved to a MySequal database but 
is still randomly generated) and given to the associated driver to fill out on route. Each 
survey covers ¼ of a loop and the driver must record boarding and alighting data at each 
stop (see appendix for survey example). In order to get a representative sample 1370 
surveys were used.   
For this study, data collected between fall of 2003 and fall of 2005 was used. This 
time frame was used as it was the closest complete data set to 2000 (census data year) 
and would best represent the community characteristics obtained from census 2000 
data. Data from 2000 to Spring 2003 was skewed do to changes in headway and a driver 
shortage that caused service to be drastically cut.  Since this study looks primarily at 
ridership during the semester months (service and community characteristics change 
drastically during breaks) those surveys done during winter, spring and summer breaks 
were removed from the data. Pivot tables in Excel were used to sum up ridership data 
based on the stop name.  
Next, a measure of service level for each top was created. PVTA schedules were 
used to determine how many times a bus passed by each stop on a given weekday.  Two 
dummy variables were assigned to each stop. For the first dummy variable a 1 was 
assigned if the stop was heading inbound towards UMass and a 0 if it wasn’t. The 
second dummy variable assigned a 1 to stops heading towards any of the four colleges
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but UMass and a 0 if it is wasn’t. These two variables control for the direction of travel 
when two stops were directly across the street from each other and would have almost 
identical independent variable characteristics. The stops heading towards one of the 
colleges were more likely to have higher riderships (with those heading towards UMass 
having the greatest) and those heading away would have higher alighting (the number 
of people getting off the bus at a stop). This study was only concerned with the 
boarding. 
 ArcGIS was used to organize the rest of the data in a spatial platform. First PVTA 
route layer were obtained from the Pioneer Valley Planning Commission. This layer 
contained all of the routes operated by the PVTA, those operated by UMass Transit had 
to be separated out. Because this layer was based off of current route (Fall 2009) layers 
and passengers count data went through fall 2005 some minor adjustments had to be 
made so that the two matched. Next, coordinates for all of the bus stops were pulled 
from Google Transit and projected in ArcGIS with the route layers. Once again minor 
additions and subtractions were done to match what was in place for fall semester of 
2005. With this data the stops were then intersected with the state wide block group 
layer and only those block groups that received service were selected. 
 Census data was obtained from the 2000 decennial census summary files with 
queries that selected the 41 block groups in the study area. This data was then 
transported into a single dbf file that could be read by the GIS software.  Each block 
group had a unique ID number and this number was used to join the table to the block 
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group layer. A spatial join was then used on the bus stops and block group layers to 
appropriately assign the census data to each stop.  
 Then, a network analysis was performed to calculate the amount of roadway 
within a ¼ mile walking distance of each bus stop. This provided a measure of coverage 
for transit service at each stop. The network analysis was also used to measure road 
network density. It assigns nodes at each intersection and using a ¼ mile, as the crow 
flies, buffer the number of nodes around each stop was calculated. More nodes 
indicated a greater connectivity, which is indicative of transit use. 
 In the 2005 land use data produced by MassGIS there are 33 unique land use 
codes and all but six were present in the study area. A ¼ mile buffer was applied to all 
bus stops and then clipped to the land use layer. Because the buffer did not dissolve any 
of the attributes, it retained characteristics, for a union to be performed between the 
land use clip and bus stop buffer. The land use data was now associated with a specific 
bus stop and area was recalculated. This data was generated into a report where the 
land use codes were summed into five categories for each stop (Table 6, see appendix 
for MassGIS code listing) categories were based off  the American Planning Associations 
Function Land Based Classification Standards. Two measures of land use diversity were 
calculated; the land use diversity index and the Shannon-Weaver diversity index. While 
high correlation among the two variables is likely to exist this study will determine 
which one is a better indicator of land-use diversity in a college town. 
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Table 6. Shannon-Weaver Index Categories and codes 
Category MassGIS land use code 
Residential 10, 11, 12, 13, 38 
Commercial 15, 36 
Industrial/Manufacture/Waste 5, 16, 19, 39 
Social/Public good 18, 24, 31 
Recreation 7, 8, 9 
Natural resource related 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 17, 20, 35, 37, 40 
Source: MassGIS land use codes 
 
Figure 9. Land Use Diversity Index 
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  Where, 
   DI= Diversity index 
   R = Residential area 
   C = Commercial area 
   I = Industrial/Manufacture/Waste area 
   S = Social/Public good area 
   Re = Recreational area 
   N = Natural resource related area 
   T= R + C + I + S + Re + N 
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Figure 10.Shannon-Weaver Diversity Index:       
( )piLnpiH ∑−='  
  Where, 
   H’ = Shannon-Weaver diversity index expressed as eH’ 
   pi= proportion of each land use type 
 
 The next level of census data collected was neighboring spatial.  This would be 
block groups that are with in ¼ mile walking distance of a stop.  It was the largest spatial 
unit applied to a stop in the study and was used to account for the exchange of people 
in block groups to stops.  To obtain the data a one to many spatial join was completed 
between the coverage layer (derived from network analysis with corresponding unique 
id number bus stop) and the study area block group layer.  The stop id number was then 
dissolved and fields were re-calculated.  This level was to contain one layer with only the 
surrounding block groups and one with the surrounding and included block groups.  
 Block level was the smallest census unit used. As with the block groups queries 
were ran in the census 2000 data to obtain block level data (Due to sampeling issues the 
only variables at the block level data available were population counts and age 
distribution). This data was joined as the block group was joined then summed up like 
the neighboring spatial unit but data was not subtracted out as in the previous. 
 Variables obtained by GIS were exported into a report and combined with 
passenger counts, level of service and the dummy variables in Excel. Upon examining 
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the literature and the data, all of the variables, except the dummy variables were 
converted to their logarithmic form to better represent linear data. 
 
4.2 Regression Analysis 
 The method used to model ridership in this study was multivariable linear 
regression done in three stages and at three scales. Regression measures the 
relationship between the dependent variable (y) and the multiple independent variables 
(x1, x2, etc…) producing an adjusted R
2 variable, which explains how much of the 
variation in the dependent is related to independents. It is a conditional probability 
distribution of y given x (Figure 11).  
Figure 11. Regression Formula         
K332211 iiii xxxy βββα +++=       i = 1,2,……, n,     
Multivariable regression controls for the many independent variables, which 
may influence the outcome assuming all other variables are held constant. A change in 
one xi variable, given that the rest of the independent variables are constant, equals a 
change in yi as it relates to βi. There are seven assumptions to linear regression. They 
are: errors are normally distributed, the variance of the error term is always constant 
(no homoscedasticity), the errors are independent of each other, all variables are in 
interval form, relationships are linear, the model is correctly specified, and low 
multicollinearity.  
Modeling for this study was done at the bus stop level using 230 observations 
(due to unreported census data the four stops located at Hampshire College had to be 
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removed from the data set). The total daily ridership at the stop was the dependent 
variable and the demographic, urban form and transit system characteristics were the 
independent variables. There were three spatial scales of models: Block Level (BL), Block 
Group (BG) and Neighboring Spatial (NS). In all stages there were seven variables that 
are constant regardless of the scale. These were not dependent on levels of census data 
but apply directly upon that stop, (as opposed to census blocks that stops fall into) such 
as the land use diversity with in a quarter mile of the stop and transit system 
characteristics. For the first set of models the only demographics used were population 
and age for next stage additional demographics were added to the regression model 
(Figure 12). These variables were only available at block group and higher. Lastly 
modeling was done that combined the various scales to produce a best fit model for 
ridership. 
Each model ran includes the significance, beta coefficient and tolerance test for 
the variable as well as the adjusted R2 value. A 95% confidence interval was used to test 
for the significance of variables. A probability greater than 0.05 failed to reject the null 
that there was no relationship between that independent variable and ridership given 
the other independent variables. The beta coefficient tells the magnitude of the 
relationship, the greater the value is from 0, the larger a one unit incremental change in 
x will result in a change in y. The intercept coefficient is what ridership would be if the 
independent values were all 0. The tolerance test tests for multicollinearity among the 
explanatory variables.  A value of 0.20 or less indicates that there is a strong degree of 
correlation and the model may have difficulty distinguishing independent effects of the 
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correlated variables. Highly correlated variables change drastically in response to small 
changes in the model resulting in less precise outcomes and produce larger standard 
errors. Lastly residue plots were created for the final models to show possible 
heteroskedasticity.    
   Figure 12. Stages and Levels of Regression Modeling          
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CHAPTER 5 
 
 
RESULTS 
 
 
5.1 Exploratory Analysis 
 The exploratory data was derived from the 230 bus stops analyzed.  The 
passenger count (dependent) represents the average number of people that will board 
the bus at each stop for a semester weekday (pulled from the section 15 survey). As 
shown in Table 7 there is a large variation in ridership from stops having no boardings to 
1,460 at the Graduate  Research Center bus stop. Average stop boardings is 70, which is 
much higher than the mode and median.  The most frequent observation is 0, found at 
59 of the stops and the median is five. Figure 13 shows the frequency distribution, the 
majority of stops have less than 50 passengers 
daily.  This data suggests that a few select 
stops receive a disproportionate amount of 
ridership. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
Table 7. Dependent Variable 
Variables PAX_COUNT 
Minimum 0
Maximum 1460
Average 70
Mode 0
Median 5
Standard Deviation 193
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Figure 13. Ridership Frequency Graph 
Source: UMass Transit Section 15 Surveys 
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 Three measures of income were tested and all displayed similar characteristics. A 
plot of income verse ridership shows a negative 
relationship (Figure 14). Income alone explains 
12.61% of the variation in ridership. Income data 
was only available at the block group and 
neighboring spatial levels of analysis (Table 8).  
Since all types of measures of income have the same explanatory trends this will only 
discuss one of them.  A large per capita income gap exists for block groups ranging from 
4,649 to 47,410. The average and median income are very close, 21,630 and 22,681 
respectively. This is slightly lower then the national average of 22,265. The mode is 
much lower (6,827) and closer to the minimum. Mode here is not as powerful as a 
descriptor because for all of the block group census data the mode will always be the 
block group with the most stops in it (the eastern side of UMass as divided by North 
Pleasant St.).  
Table 8.  Economic Characteristics      
  Block Group    Neighboring Spatial 
Variables Unemployment 
Per 
Capita 
Income 
Median 
Household 
Income 
Median 
Family 
Income   Unemployment Per Capita Income 
Median 
Household 
Income 
Minimum 0 4,649 16,691 21,823  0.00% 5,664 21,250 
Maximum 25.98% 47,410 85,867 91,378  25.98% 39,345 81,594 
Average 5.44% 21,631 45,705 59,703  6.66% 20,447 44,939 
Mode 0.00% 6,827 31,719 31,250  4.36% 20,135 39,745 
Median 4.10% 22,681 44,306 61,875  5.30% 20,303 42,894 
Standard 
Deviation 
6.14% 9,463 16,249 16,498   5.88% 7,201 11,007 
R2 = 0.1261
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Figure 14. Transit Ridership and Per Capita 
Income Graph 
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 Unemployment rates range from 0 to 25.98%, with a mean of 5.44%. The most 
reoccurring value is 0, this supports past studies findings that as unemployment 
decreases ridership increase because most trips are work trips and more stops are 
located in block groups with zero unemployment. A further look at the study area shows 
that these two variables exhibit a 
positive relationship (Figure 15). As 
unemployment increases ridership 
increases. In a college community the 
majority of travel trips are not work 
trips but school trips.  
 Household characteristics examine density within the household. Occupancy rate 
was included because it influences the room and bedroom variables.  Unoccupied rooms 
are calculated into the overall number of people per room. The number of people per 
room or bedroom is used to measure the density with in the household. The minimum 
number of people per bedroom was 0.44 and the max was 88.14 (Table 9). This seams 
like an impossible feet but the census separates out group quarters (dorms) from the 
Table 9. Household Characteristics 
  Block Group     Neighboring Spatial 
Variables 
Percent of 
Houses 
Occupied 
People 
Per 
Room 
People 
Per 
Bedroom 
Percent of 
Population 
in Dorms   
Percent of 
Houses 
Occupied 
People 
Per 
Room 
People 
Per 
Bedroom 
Percent of 
Population 
in Dorms 
Minimum 86.26% 0.21 0.44 0.00%  86.26% 0.35 0.77 0.00% 
Maximum 100.00% 37.71 88.21 99.07%  100.00% 37.71 88.21 99.07% 
Average 96.20% 3.86 8.80 18.81%  96.62% 1.17 2.55 21.97% 
Mode 100.00% 37.71 88.21 0.00%  97.63% 0.44 0.93 0.00% 
Median 97.11% 0.46 0.98 0.00%  97.33% 0.47 0.99 1.34% 
Standard 
Deviation 
3.64% 10.02 23.44 35.26%   2.22% 3.61 8.40 30.52% 
R 2 = 0.0384
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Figure 15. Transit Ridership and Unemployment Rates Graph 
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household unit when counting the number of rooms in a structure. The same is true for 
bedrooms. 
 Population is positively related to ridership as seen in Figure 16. The largest 
variation in population is found at the neighboring spatial level, with a gap of 11,715 
people (Table 10). Population is only a 
count and density is a better 
measurement of population spatial 
distribution because it accounts for 
the area of the block group. Figure 17 
shows that it too has a positive 
relationship but the R2 value is higher 
than that of population indicating a 
stronger relationship. Density at the 
block level (Table 11) reaches upwards 
of 17,780 people per square mile on 
parts of the UMass campus. This is comparable to San Fransico (17,323 pre/sq mi), the 
second densest city in the United States. 
Table 10. Social Characteristics         
  Block Level   Block Group   Neighboring Spatial 
Variables Population 
Age 
18-24 
Density 
of age 
18-24   Population 
Age 18-
24 
Density 
of age 
18-24   Population 
Age 18-
24 
Density 
of age 
18-24 
Minimum 0 0.00% 0  569 3.81% 5  851 3.81% 5 
Maximum 4,994 98.60% 17188  4,991 97.87% 11,735  12,566 97.87% 11,735 
Average 1,163 32.27% 1074  1,993 31.10% 1,986  4,115 34.47% 1,105 
Mode 430 20.47% 78  4,940 97.87% 11,735  2,983 20.18% 46 
Median 928 20.47% 154  1,362 16.38% 129  3,787 22.94% 189 
Standard 
Deviation 
975 27.99% 2280   1,356 30.93% 3,832   2,388 26.60% 2,244 
Figure 16. Ridership as Relates to Population Graph 
 
Figure 17.  Transit Ridership and Population Density Graph 
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Table 11. Urban Form
Block Level
Variables
Shannon-
Weaver 
Index
Land Use 
Diversity 
Index
Street 
Network 
Density
Population 
Density
Population 
Density
Houses 
Constructed 
pre 1939
Population 
Density
Houses 
Constructed 
pre 1939
Minimum 1.25 0.33 1.00 0 135 1% 136 4%
Maximum 4.56 1.00 60.00 17,750 12,000 88% 11,990 72%
Average 2.67 0.71 15.68 1,941 2,872 29% 1,790 25%
Mode 2.42 0.83 10.00 577 11,990 64% 227 20%
Median 2.55 0.67 14.00 1,124 709 22% 800 19%
Standard 
Deviation
0.72 0.18 11.75 2,575 3,991 21% 2,536 16%
Block Group Neighboring Spatial
 
 The 18-24 population represents the typical college-age population. While not all 
18-24 year olds are students and there may be some students outside that age bracket I 
still expect the 18-24 age group to be representative of the size of the student body by 
block group. This age group displays a strong relationship to ridership (Figure 18). The 
minimum values are very low (less than 5%) and the maximum are high (geater than 
95%), with means hovering around 32% and medians varying by 6.56 percentage points 
(Table 10). Standard deviations even 
fall within four percentage points of 
one another . This analysis shows that 
the 18-24 age bracket is uniform at 
various spatial scales and therefor a 
stable variable that could be applied 
elsewhere.  
 College age students tend to be in lower income brackets so as their percentage 
increases in the population the per capita income decreases (Figure 19).  This may cause 
multicollinearity among the two variables when jointly included in the same model. As 
with population, density among the aged 18-24 population is just another measure of 
Figure 18. Transit Ridership and College Age Students 
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spatial dispersion. Due to the large variations of the 18-24 year old population with in 
block groups, density varies greatly. The 
densest areas are once again found in 
the residential clusters on the UMass 
campus, at three of the other colleges 
(HC was not included due to unreported 
census data), and around major apartment complexes.   
 The literature tells us that as the diversity of land use increases so will ridership, 
consistent with the literature on the benefits of Transit Oriented Development and New 
Urbanism. Comparing ridership to the Shannon-Weaver index, shows the opposite that 
higher diversity value indicates 
lower ridership.2 In college 
communities they are inversely 
related (Figure 20). While this may 
seam contradictory the areas with 
the highest ridership are the apartment complexes and colleges with single land use 
functions (it could be argued that the innate characteristics of a university make it mixed 
use).    
                                                 
2
 The Shannon-Weaver diversity index should act as a good indicator of diversity because the mean, 
median and mode are all with in 0.25 points of each other with a gap of 3.31 points between the 
minimum (1.25) and maximum (4.56)(Table 11). 
Figure 19. Per Capita Income as Relates to college Age Students 
 
Figure 20. Transit Ridership and Land Use Diversity 
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Urban form prior to World War II resembled a grid system rich in streetcar and 
trolley lines. In recent decades motor coach and busses have replaced the streetcar 
infrastructure but follow similar routes. This makes the percentage of houses built 
before 1939 a good indicator of the traditional urban grid form found in older cities of 
the US that have higher per capita ridership. In college towns that have rapidly 
expanded (usually due to increased enrollment) and  exhibit qualities similar to the  
rapidly expanding cities in the west it can also be used to measure proximity to the town 
center and university as growth expands outward.  Figure 21 shows that there is higher 
ridership where the housing stock is older. In the study area there is a range of housing 
age around the bus stops. At the block level it ranges from 1% up to 88%.  Street 
network density also displays a positive relationship (Figure 22) as it is another measure 
of a grid like street network. The minimum connectivity is one and the maximum is 60 
nodes.  One node indicates that there is only one street with in ¼ mile in either direction 
of the bus stop that connects to the road which the bus passes on.  A higher value 
equals greater street connectivity around the stop.  
 
 
Figure 22. Transit Ridership and Street Connectivity Figure 21. Transit Ridership and Housing Stock 
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 Transit characteristics measure the supply of service. These are the only 
characteristics the transit operators can control in the short term. Coverage measures 
where the routes go, how the stops are placed and the amount of service available 
around a stop by calculating the amount of roadway covered. In theory larger coverage 
areas means more people are supplied transit thus resulting in higher ridership however 
Figure 23 shows that the relationship is weak. Table 12 shows that this is probably 
because the mode is very low and the average and median are significantly higher. 
  The higher the frequency of service the more likely one is to ride. A positive 
relationship is found (Figure 24) among variables. Plots of service levels verses 
demographics would show that they are placed in areas that, according to the literature, 
would have high ridership. They are 
designed around demographic data. In 
this study area research was done in 
the 1970’s to determine where the 
“Commuter Routes” should go and 
decisions were based off of the demographic census data the literature said would 
provide the highest level of  ridership.  
   Figure 23. Transit Ridership and Level of Service                   Figure 24. Ridership and Coverage 
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Table 12. Transit System Characteristics 
Variables Level of Service     COVERAGE (Meters) 
Minimum 1.0 634 
Maximum 219.0 4471 
Average 46.3 1968 
Mode 5.0 800 
Median 40.0 1810 
Standard Deviation 43.8 818 
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 As expected a preliminary look at the percent of carless household is positively 
related to ridership (Figure 25). It is the inverse for vehicles per capita (Figure 26). The 
more vehicles one has access to the less likely they are to take transit. Commute to work 
data is used to measure the likelihood one uses transit. It displays a positive relationship 
(Figure 27). Among the three auto/travel variables it appears that cars per capita is the 
strongest indicator even though it appears to be widely dispersed based upon the mean, 
median and mode (Table 13). 
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Figure 25. Ridership and Carless Households       Figure 26. Ridership and cars Per Capita     Figure 27. Transit Ridership and  
            Commuting to Work data 
 
Table 13. Auto/Travel Characteristics    
 Block Group Neighboring Spatial 
Variables 
Vehicles 
Per Capita 
Carless 
Households 
Non-Transit/ 
Non-SOV 
Vehicles 
Per Capita 
Carless 
Households 
Non-Transit/ 
Non-SOV 
Minimum 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 
Maximum 1.31 0.40 0.84 0.90 0.25 0.82 
Average 0.56 0.08 0.19 0.54 0.08 0.21 
Mode 0.01 0.00 0.71 0.77 0.04 0.01 
Median 0.64 0.05 0.06 0.64 0.06 0.09 
Standard 
Deviation 0.27 0.08 0.26 0.24 0.06 0.22 
 
5.2 Multivariate Regression Analysis 
 The multivariate results are divided into four sections. This approach allows for 
the simultaneous analysis of multiple predictor (independent) variables. The first three 
sections present the findings at the different levels of modeling and the final section 
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mixes the various scales. Most sections will have more then one model as there was no 
one best fit. For each model the R2 and adjusted R2, coefficient estimates, significance 
tests and tolerance tests are presented. In all models the sample size is 230, the number 
of bus stops used in the study. All coefficients except the dummy variables are entered 
as natural logarithms to transform the data from being exponential to linear. 
Significance is determined using a 95% confidence interval. 
 The models build upon each other adding census data to explain ridership and 
removing data that becomes insignificant. Control models in Table 14 show how only 
transit system factors and urban form dictate ridership.  Fifty-two percent of ridership 
can be explained by how the transit system is designed (Model 1). It was designed to 
maximize ridership in the 1970’s when the routes were first constructed. All of the 
variables are in the hypothesized directions and all but ‘Heading to a College not UMass’ 
are significant.  
Urban form measures are then added in Model 2. These variables explain 53.2% 
of ridership. Coverage is not included because it produced poor significance test and 
tolerance test results. All other variables except ‘Heading to a College not UMass’ are 
significant and the coefficients exhibit the expected relationships.  The P-values for 
‘Street Network Density’, ‘Heading to UMass’ and ‘Level of Service’ have the lowest 
values.  Stops heading towards UMass or one of the other four colleges will respectively 
have 1.134 and 0.358 more riders than those heading away. A one point increase in the 
‘Shannon-Weaver Index’ will result in –1.009 riders. ‘Street Network Density’   and ‘Level 
of Service’ are both positive and a one unit (node and bus) will cause an increase of 
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0.582 and 1.107 people. These two models use no census data and are the basis for 
which the other models build upon.  
 
Table 14. Transit System and Urban Form Characteristics Model
Model 1 Model 2
Variable R2= 0.523 R2= 0.542
Adjusted R2= 0.514 0.532
Beta 
Coefficients P-value
Tolerance 
test
Beta 
Coefficients P-value
Tolerance 
test
Intercept -7.735 0.000 --- -2.860 0.000 ---
Heading to UMass 1.241 0.000 0.611 1.134 0.000 0.604
Heading to a College 
not UMass
0.325 0.300 0.611 0.358 0.246 0.615
Level of Service 1.089 0.000 0.982 1.107 0.000 0.969
Coverage 0.713 0.001 0.978 --- --- ---
Shannon Weaver 
Diversity Index
--- --- --- -1.009 0.012 0.730
Street Network 
Density
--- --- --- 0.582 0.000 0.729
Adjusted R2=
Observations = 230
  
5.2.1 Block level 
 At this level census data regarding population, population density and the 18-24 
age class was added to the modeling process. The 18-24 age class density was highly 
correlated to population density, indicated by low tolerance test results, and was not 
included in the final models for this level. The percentage of 18-24 year olds was found 
to be insignificant and presence had no impact on the models fitness, so it was not 
included.  
There are three best fit models at this level. In all three ‘Shannon-Weaver Index’, 
‘Street Network Density’, ‘Heading to UMass’ and ‘Level of Service’ are found to be 
significant and exhibit the expected relationship found in the exploratory data (Table 
15). ‘Heading to a College not UMass’ was removed because with the addition of census 
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data it was not significant and its addition did not explain anymore of the variation in 
ridership.  
In Model 3 the only census data variable used was ‘BL Population Density’. The 
density measures the population by controlling for spatial factors. It has a P-value of 
3.1% which makes it significant at a 95% confidence level and as density increases by 
one person per square mile there will be an additional 0.185 riders. For every 5 people 
added per square mile, one of those people will take the bus.  In this model all variables 
are significant and the models fitness is 53.9%, the highest among the models.  
In Model 4 ‘BL Population Density’ is broken down into its original units; ‘BL 
Area’ and ‘BL Population’. All variables are found to be significant but area. This model is 
important because it is one of the models where population (at any scale and stage) is 
significant.  Each additional person to the block level will result in 0.209 more unlinked 
transit trips. ‘BL Area’ displays a negative relationship. For every additional sq/mi in the 
block level service area –0.147 people will ride. This variable is only used to control for 
spatial unit size. One could hypothesize that the larger the area, the greater the 
population and more potential riders but the negative relationship shows that the 
smaller areas have a higher density because blocks are the most precise unit of analysis 
for census data.  Larger block areas would indicate a population that is more spread out. 
In Model 5 there are six independent variables that explain 53.7% of variation in 
ridership.  ‘Bl Area’ was included but there was so much multicollinearity among the 
other variables that even when added to the model it was automatically removed by the 
software in the results. While ‘BL Population’ and ‘BL Population Density’ are not 
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significant (0.618 and 0.198) they are included to control for population clusters. As 
expected tolerance test results are low for both of those variables because population is 
used in each resulting in multicollinearity.  ‘BL Population’ has the smallest coeffcient 
and thus least influenced by a one unit change, as it increases by one person there will 
be 0.062 more riders. With the other variables remaining constant 3 out of every 50 
people will board the bus based on population alone.  ‘BL Population Density’ shows 
that as density increases by one person per sq/mi ridership will increase by 0.147 
people.  Model 3 appears to be the most parsimonious3. It has the highest R2 value, 
explaining the most variation with the least amount of variables.  It is the only model of 
the three in which all variables are significant.   
    
  
                                                 
3
 Residual scatter plots for all of the variables thus far show that there is no heteroskasiditcy (See 
Appendix). 
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 62 
5.2.2 Block Group Level 
  The block group level adds socio-economic attributes to the model that were 
not available at the block level. There are two models at the block group level to explain 
ridership, the second builds upon the first (Table 16). The first model (Model 6) only 
uses the census attributes available at all levels (population, population density and 18-
24 age cohort). In the second model (Model 7) two additional explanatory variables are 
added to explain ridership. These are demographic variables available only at the block 
group and higher. Many models were run as there were multiple possible indices to 
explain a characteristic. For example there were three variables to explain income; 
median family, per capita and median household. The variable that best explained that 
characteristic was used. All of the models remove the ‘Shannon-Weaver Index’, ‘Street 
Network Density’, ‘Coverage’ and ‘Heading to a College not UMass’ variables used in the 
control models. These were found to be insignificant or had low tolerance test scores 
indicating correlation among variables. The most powerful indicators of ridership were 
‘Level of Service’ and  ‘Heading to UMass’. These two variables had a probability of less 
then 0.0001 of not being from a random sample. The only surprising variable was ‘BG 
Population’. It exhibited a negative relationship, the opposite of what was expected 
from both the literature and exploratory analysis. Possible explanations will be 
explained later. 
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Table 16. Variation in Transit Ridership at Block Group Level  
    Model 6       Model 7   
Variable   R2= .571    R2= .574 
 Adjusted R2= .561  Adjusted R2= .561 
 
Beta 
Coefficients P-value 
Tolerance 
test  
Beta 
Coefficients P-value 
Tolerance 
test 
Intercept 1.420 0.456 ---  5.253 0.279 --- 
Heading to UMass 0.884 0.000 0.923  0.911 0.000 0.938 
LOS 0.905 0.000 0.813  0.875 0.000 0.782 
BG Population -0.353 0.076 0.638  -0.470 0.057 0.426 
BG Population 
Density 
0.101 0.350 0.299 
 
0.051 0.661 0.264 
BG Age 18-24 0.606 0.001 0.248  0.520 0.022 0.175 
BG Per Capita Income --- --- ---  -0.246 0.491 0.201 
BG % Carless 
Households --- --- ---   
0.104 0.235 0.590 
Number of observations = 230 
The same amount of variation in ridership is explained in Model 7 as in Model 6 
even with the addition of two socio-economic variables. Model 7 adds the spatial data 
not available at the block level. Of the economic variables explored  ‘BG Per Capita 
Income’  was found to be the best economic indicator even though it appear to be 
highly correlated to ‘BG Age 18-24’.  All economic indices were correlated to the percent 
of college age students in the population. ‘BG Per Capita Income’  has a negative 
relationship where as it increase by one dollar ridership decrease by 0.246 people. The 
percent or household without a vehicle was the best indicator of auto/travel 
characteristics. It  had the lowest significance test value, highest tolerance test results 
and was the only variable the displayed the hypothesized direction. This is surprising as 
the exploratory analysis suggested that the other two variables (‘Vehicles per Capita’ 
and ‘Non-Transit/Non-SOV’) would be stronger indicators as ‘BG % of Carless 
households had the weakest relationship only explaining 0.01% of the variation in 
ridership.   
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 As the percent of carless households increase by one percent ridership will 
increase by 0.104 people. Consistent with what was found in the exploratory analysis 
age is correlated to income as seen by the low tolerance test results. With the addition 
of income and carless households there is a strong degree of correlation between it and 
income. Tolerance test results for age (0.175) is below the threshold and for income at 
the threshold of 0.20 the making it hard to distinguish between their effects on the 
variables. 
   
5.2.3 Neighboring Spatial Level 
 Neighboring spatial includes block groups that are with in a quarter mile of the 
bus stop. Block groups are generally delineated along topographic and physical features, 
particularly roads. Stops opposite one another may be in different block groups but are 
still served by the same population this level recognizes that people may cross blocks to 
receive transit service.   
As with the block group level one model was run using only the data available at 
all levels and a second using additional explanatory attributes.  Both models remove the 
‘Shannon-Weaver Index’, ‘Street Network Density’, ‘Coverage’ and ‘Heading to a College 
not UMass’ variables used in the control models. These were found to be insignificant or 
had low tolerance test scores indicating correlation among variables. Age variables were 
run in the modeling stage but were not found to be significant and were not included in 
final models.   Again the most powerful indicators of ridership were ‘Level of Service’ 
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and ‘Heading to UMass’ which, had a probability of less then 0.0001 of not being from a 
random sample. ‘BG Population’ was once again found to be negative.  
All three models show that ‘NA Population Density, ‘Level of Service’ and 
‘Heading to UMass’ are significant variables (Table 17). In the first model (Model 8) 
55.3% of ridership variation is explained by the four variables. All variables except ‘NS 
Population’ exhibit the expected relationships. Population here is inversely related, a 
one person increase in the population equals a decrease in 0.175 people riding. It is the 
only variable in the model that is insignificant. As population density increases by one 
person per sq/mi 0.542 people will board. 
The next two models differ by only one variable. Model 9 includes ‘NA % of 
carless Households’ and Model 10 includes ‘NA Per Capita Income’.  It explains 55.6% of 
ridership variation and provides slightly better tolerance test results than Model 10. 
While ‘NA % of carless Households’ is not significant it is included because the literature 
has shown it to be and was the best measure of auto/travel characteristics.  As with 
block group levels the other travel characteristics, ‘Vehicles per Capita’ and ‘Non-
Transit/Non-SOV’, were less significant. ‘NA % of carless Households’ has a P-value of 
0.118 and as it increase by one percentage point ridership will increase by 0.19 people. 
A density and population increase of one person will result in a 0.479 and -0.181 
increase in ridership. 
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 Model 10 is shown because income was a significant variable in almost all of the 
literature that measured it. Per capita income was found to be a better indicator than 
household income even though both displayed positive relationships when the 
literature suggests otherwise. The fit of this model is slightly lower (55.2%) than that of 
Model 9. As with almost all of the models thus far population is negatively associated 
and insignificant (0.510) a one person increase results in 0.136 less riders. 
A model was run including both ‘NA % of carless Households’ and ‘NA Per Capita 
Income’ but I decided to include the separate variable models instead. This way shows 
the impact of each variable on the model where as the other way was hard to 
distinguish the independent variables impact on he model because of multicollinearity. 
Model 9 appears to be the more parsimonious model because it does have slightly 
better results and lower P-values and in general better tolerance test results. 
 
5.2.4 Combined Spatial Analysis 
 In this stage the spatial scales are combined to produce a best fit model. It uses 
the population, population density, and percentage of car less household at the 
neighboring spatial scale and the percentage of college age students at the block group 
level. This model had the highest R2 among mixed scales of 57.5% (Table 18). It passed 
all  of the tolerance tests as compared to preliminary models which exhibited 
correlation among the variables. The variables all exhibit either what has been shown by 
the literature or found in previous stages of the models. Only NA_POP and NA_NO_CAR 
are insignificant at a 95% confidence interval. LOS and TO_UMASS are significant with P-
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values less than 0.001, BG_18-24P and NA_POP_D are significant with p-values less than 
.05 and NA_NO_CAR is marginally significant with a probability of 8.2% that it is not a 
random value.  While the literature suggests income to be important, when included in 
this model correlation was found between it, BG_18-24P and NA_NO_CAR so it was  
removed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Number of observations = 230 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 18. Third Stage Models if variation in Ridership by Stop Mixed 
    Model 11   
Variable   R2= .586 
 Adjusted R2= .575 
 
Beta Coefficients P-value Tolerance test 
Intercept .261 .874 --- 
Level of Service .878 .000 .751 
Heading to 
UMass 
.841 .000 .915 
BG Age 18-24 .434 .001 .497 
NS Population 
Density 
.279 .024 .364 
NS Population -.275 .145 .594 
NS % of Carless 
Households 
.207 .082 .759 
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CHAPTER 6 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
  
Of the 11 final models, Model 11 was the most parsimonious. It had the highest 
R2 value while explaining the most variation using the least number of variables (six). 
The first model, that included demographic data, shows that 51.4% of ridership is based 
on how the transit system is designed. In Model 2, urban form characteristics were 
added to transit system characteristics and explained 53.2% of variation among 
ridership. The addition of census data in all of the models caused fitness to increase by 
0.5% to 4.3% with most models explain around 55% of ridership. This shows ones 
willingness to choose transit is correlated to demographic data and urban form.   
 Throughout all of the models there were consistent trends. ‘Level of Service’ and 
‘Heading to UMass’ are always highly significant. This study shows that direction of 
travel must be accounted for when estimating ridership at the stop level. Those heading 
towards the central business district (UMass) will have higher boarding’s. In a demand-
supply framework ‘Level of Service’ is the supply for which demand is based off of. 
Another noticeable trend is that population was almost always negative across the 
models. While density is not significant in every model it was almost always more 
significant than population at all of the scales. Density controls for the spread and 
clustering of the population.   
When census data was added to any of the models ‘Coverage’ and ‘Heading to a 
College not UMass’ became insignificant and provided no predicative power for the 
model.  In some test models fitness actually increased when these variables were 
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removed and in others they had no impact at al.  The ‘Shannon-Weaver Index’ and 
‘Street Network density’ variables were only significant at the block level. It appears that 
as the size of the area increased and additional census data was added around the 
stops, urban form became less significant.   
Of the characteristics measured, the variables that were the most powerful were 
those in Model 11.  Per capita income was the variable found at both scales to best 
represent economic characteristics but it was correlated to college age students. No 
household characteristics were found to be significant. This may be due to how census 
data is reported. For blocks that covered dormitory living areas the census data includes 
the population but does not recognize the dorm rooms as rooms or bedrooms when 
counting these units. In the social characteristics category total population displayed 
odd tendencies, it was almost always negative. Total population was significant when it 
displayed a positive relationship in Model 3. It is an unstable variable. In this category 
the percent of college age students was always significant at the block group level.  
For urban form, SWI proved to be a better indice then LUDI for land use 
diversity.  Housing age was not significant and in many instance was found to be have 
negative relationship. This variable was a measure of the tradinatiol urban grid form, 
which due to its nature has a higher population density. This is not the case in college 
communities. In a college community the densest areas (which were shown to be a 
good indicator of transit ridership) are where the dormitories or apartment complex are 
located. Post WWII enrollment doubled at UMass and new residential areas such as 
Southwest, Orchard Hill and Sylvan were constructed between 1960 and 1075 to house 
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an additional 6,000 students on campus.  Many of the apartment complex that support 
the students were also constructed post 1950 because of growth at the university and 
do not have a grid like form. This variable is thus not applicable to many college towns.  
In urban form the largest indicator of transit use was population density. It controls for 
the size as well as the population.  
Travel/auto characteristics showed that the percent of carless households was 
the best measure for this category even though it is not significant. While, not explored 
in this study other literature has shown that it is highly correlated to income. It is 
included in the final because it’s a measure of mode choice and between this attribute 
and the percent of college age students there is multicollinearity for any measure of 
income. These two can thus factor out the need for income in the equation, they show 
the same thing. 
Transit system characteristics had the largest barring on ridership. This makes it 
appear that the internal factors a system has control over dictates ridership, which is in 
direct opposition to much of the literature. Routes and stops are not arbitrarily placed, 
they are designed around potential ridership. Routes are frequently altered, added or 
cut because ridership is low.  At UMass a study in the 1970’s looked at these 
demographic characteristics and designed routes (which are similar to those found 
today) around what the literature said. The two variables (transit system and 
demographics) go hand in hand, working in a cyclical fashion.  This makes it difficult to 
separate the two because they will always influence each other. Routes operate at 
different headways and a stop may be serviced by multiple routes because of the 
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characteristics found a round a stop.  No studies in the literature review looked at the 
stop level  of analysis. Local knowledge of the route system enabled this researcher to 
include a control variable for direction. In the auto/travel characteristics category the 
percent of carless households was the most important variable.     
The difficulty with modeling at this level is that census data had to be aggregated 
up to the block level and multiple stops fell into the same block.  This provided less 
variation for census data among the stops, patricianly at the block group level. Block 
level and neighboring spatial provided more variation in the data. Ideally all data would 
best be measured at the block level as this scale accounted for the block a bus stop fell 
into as well as the surrounding blocks. It accounted for the movement of people 
between the blocks at a more accurate scale then neighboring spatial. 
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CHAPTER 7 
 
 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 
 The objective of this study was to better understand transit ridership behavior 
and dynamics in college communities by using the variations in bus stops to design a 
direct demand of ridership. Through this the goal was to determine which socio-
economic, urban form and transit system characteristics best explain ridership in college 
towns and how does this differ then urban areas? It was found that college community 
transit riders are different than those in an urban setting.  In urban areas modeling was 
usually done at the transit system level using annual boardings of the system as the 
dependent variable.  That body of literature showed that income, unemployment, 
population, and transit system design were the most important variables. This study 
found that in college towns those variables were not important and that population 
density and the 18 to 24 population were important. In college communities population 
density is a better indicator of ridership than absolute population and this age group 
embodies the characteristics of those found in dense urban areas that ride transit, they 
are poor and auto less in high densities.  
 A surprising result was that land use diversity was insignificant in college 
communities. They tend to be rural areas that are predominantly residential so land use 
diversity didn’t matter. Population is low in these rural college communities and dense 
population pockets worked best (the apartment complexes) as opposed to an evenly 
distributed population or a mix of land uses. In the few models where land use was 
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significant it displayed an inverse relationship. When one thinks of single use it is usually 
single family homes but in college towns it is the apartment complexes. When looking at 
where to change, add or subtract routes population density and not land use diversity 
should be the leading urban form characteristic. 
 For planners this research shows that for a stop level study the census data 
needs to be at the least aggregate level possible. In the mid 1970’s the routes were 
designed to maximize transit based off of 1970 census data, thirty years later the 
demographics of the area has changed very little. New development has occurred but 
most of the large scale residential (apartment complexes) and  commercial 
development has been focused along existing public transit routes. This shows that over 
time transit agencies do have some control over demographics and urban form. When 
deciding where to place routes and at what frequencies in a college town the proportion 
of college age students along the proposed routes should be considered in the process.   
 Transit oriented development (TOD) usually focuses on bus rapid transit or rail 
corridors and has been analogous to beads on a string with pockets of diverse 
development. It is usually a radial pattern purring out from the central business district. 
In college towns half of the TOD model applies. Routes frequently look like beads on a 
string but as aforementioned they are not diverse in land use but tend to serve a single 
function.   
 Transit routes in college communities should display a radial pattern with the 
routes heading toward the university as opposed to bus routes in a city that display a 
grid like pattern. The university routes should be designed so that the highest frequency 
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routes are passing through and stopping at those areas with high densities or population 
of 18-24 year olds. These should be the major apartment complexes and university 
dorm areas. Due to the nature of class changes a policy based frequency should be used. 
 When doing a direct demand model direction of travel must be accounted for. 
These models look at only one end of the trip and when combined with a radial pattern 
can be misleading if direction is not accounted for. Two stops may be directly across 
from each other with very different passenger counts but are almost identical in all 
other senses. Controlling for direction recognizes that they are similar but also 
drastically different.  
 College towns were described as “microcosms of society” and the same can be 
said for their transit systems. They display the radial pattern of commuter lines but 
serve a different age segment of the population. In the 1920’s development grew 
around the suburban rail stops that served a working class population. The same can be 
said for college towns and communities for the bus routes but instead of it being a 
diverse development as seen in the cities and their suburbs this study shows it is the 
dense residential areas comprised of 18-24 year olds that spring up in college towns 
along the routes.  Routes serve areas that are dense as cities but a mile down the road 
the surrounding area is rural and undeveloped.   
 Level of service highly influences ridership but demographics highly influence 
where the routes are placed. It is difficult to separate out the independent effects each 
has. Future studies should investigate this cyclical effect between route design, level of 
service and demographics with simultaneous equations that create feedback loops. The 
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data I used was at multiple levels. There was point specific data such as level of service 
and land use diversity as well as aggregated census data.  Further investigation should 
be done using hierarchy models that recognize that some of the data has been 
aggregated up.  
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APPENDIX 1 
 
MASSGIS LAND USE CODES DEFINITIONS 
 
Land Use Code Land Use Description Detailed Definition 
1 Cropland Generally tilled land used to grow row crops. Boundaries follow 
the shape of the fields and include associated buildings (e.g., 
barns). This category also includes turf farms that grow sod. 
2 Pasture Fields and associated facilities (barns and other outbuildings) 
used for animal grazing and for the growing of grasses for hay. 
3 Forest Areas where tree canopy covers at least 50% of the land. Both 
coniferous and deciduous forests belong to this class. 
4 Non-Forested Wetland DEP Wetlands (1:12,000) WETCODEs 4, 7, 8, 12, 23, 18, 20, and 
21. 
5 Mining Includes sand and gravel pits, mines and quarries. The 
boundaries extend to the edges of the site’s activities, including 
on-site machinery, parking lots, roads and buildings. 
6 Open Land Vacant land, idle agriculture, rock outcrops, and barren areas. 
Vacant land is not maintained for any evident purpose and it 
does not support large plant growth. 
7 Participation 
Recreation 
Facilities used by the public for active recreation. Includes ball 
fields, tennis courts, basketball courts, athletic tracks, ski areas, 
playgrounds, and bike paths plus associated parking lots.  
Primary and secondary school recreational facilities are in this 
category, but university stadiums and arenas are considered 
Spectator Recreation. Recreation facilities not open to the 
public such as those belonging to private residences are mostly 
labeled with the associated residential land use class not 
participation recreation. However, some private facilities may 
also be mapped. 
8 Spectator Recreation University and professional stadiums designed for spectators as 
well as zoos, amusement parks, drive-in theaters, fairgrounds, 
race tracks and associated facilities and parking lots. 
9 Water-Based 
Recreation 
Swimming pools, water parks, developed freshwater and 
saltwater sandy beach areas and associated parking lots. Also 
included are scenic areas overlooking lakes or other water 
bodies, which may or may not include access to the water (such 
as a boat launch).  Water-based recreation facilities related to 
universities are in this class. Private pools owned by individual 
residences are usually included in the Residential category. 
Marinas are separated into code 29. 
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10 Multi-Family 
Residential 
Duplexes (usually with two front doors, two entrance 
pathways, and sometimes two driveways), apartment 
buildings, condominium complexes, including buildings and 
maintained lawns. 
    Note: This category was difficult to assess via photo 
interpretation, particularly in highly urban areas. 
11 High Density 
Residential 
Housing on smaller than 1/4 acre lots. See notes below for 
details on Residential interpretation. 
12 Medium Density 
Residential 
Housing on 1/4 - 1/2 acre lots. See notes below for details on 
Residential interpretation. 
13 Low Density 
Residential 
Housing on 1/2 - 1 acre lots. See notes below for details on 
Residential interpretation. 
14 Saltwater Wetland DEP Wetlands (1:12,000) WETCODEs 11 and 27. 
15 Commercial Malls, shopping centers and larger strip commercial areas, plus 
neighborhood stores and medical offices (not hospitals). Lawn 
and garden centers that do not produce or grow the product 
are also considered commercial. 
16 Industrial Light and heavy industry, including buildings, equipment and 
parking areas. 
17 Transitional Open areas in the process of being developed from one land 
use to another (if the future land use is at all uncertain). 
Formerly identified as "Urban Open". 
18 Transportation Airports (including landing strips, hangars, parking areas and 
related facilities), railroads and rail stations, and divided 
highways (related facilities would include rest areas, highway 
maintenance areas, storage areas, and on/off ramps). Also 
includes docks, warehouses, and related land-based storage 
facilities, and terminal freight and storage facilities. Roads and 
bridges less than 200 feet in width that are the center of two 
differing land use classes will have the land use classes meet at 
the center line of the road (i.e., these roads/bridges themselves 
will not be separated into this class). 
19 Waste Disposal Landfills, dumps, and water and sewage treatment facilities 
such as pump houses, and associated parking lots. Capped 
landfills that have been converted to other uses are coded with 
their present land use. 
20 Water DEP Wetlands (1:12,000) WETCODEs 9 and 22. 
23 Cranberry bog Both active and recently inactive cranberry bogs and the sandy 
areas adjacent to the bogs that are used in the growing 
process. Impervious features associated with cranberry bogs 
such as parking lots and machinery are included. Modified from 
DEP Wetlands (1:12,000) WETCODE 5. 
24 Powerline/Utility Powerline and other maintained public utility corridors and 
associated facilities, including power plants and their parking 
areas. 
25 Saltwater Sandy Beach DEP Wetlands (1:12,000) WETCODEs 1, 2, 3, 6, 10, 13, 17 and 
19 
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26 Golf Course Includes the greenways, sand traps, water bodies within the 
course, associated buildings and parking lots. Large forest 
patches within the course greater than 1 acre are classified as 
Forest (class 3). Does not include driving ranges or miniature 
golf courses. 
29 Marina Include parking lots and associated facilities but not docks (in 
class 18) 
31 Urban 
Public/Institutional 
Lands comprising schools, churches, colleges, hospitals, 
museums, prisons, town halls or court houses, police and fire 
stations, including parking lots, dormitories, and university 
housing. Also may include public open green spaces like town 
commons. 
34 Cemetery Includes the gravestones, monuments, parking lots, road 
networks and associated buildings. 
35 Orchard Fruit farms and associated facilities. 
36 Nursery Greenhouses and associated buildings as well as any 
surrounding maintained lawn.  Christmas tree (small conifer) 
farms are also classified as Nurseries. 
37 Forested Wetland DEP Wetlands (1:12,000) WETCODEs 14, 15, 16, 24, 25 and 26. 
38 Very Low Density 
Residential 
Housing on > 1 acre lots and very remote, rural housing. See 
notes below for details on Residential interpretation. 
39 Junkyard Includes the storage of car, metal, machinery and other debris 
as well as associated buildings as a business. 
40 Brushland/Successional Predominantly (> 25%) shrub cover, and some immature trees 
not large or dense enough to be classified as forest. It also 
includes areas that are more permanently shrubby, such as 
heath areas, wild blueberries or mountain laurel. 
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APPENDIX 2 
 
INDIVIDUAL ROUTE MAPS 
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APPENDIX 3 
 
SAMPLE SECTION 15 SURVEY 
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APPENDIX 4 
RESIDUAL SCATTER PLOTS 
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